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Thornton is expected to add approximately 50,000 to 65,000  

new residents by 2040. Accommodating this growth wil l  require 

between 17,000 and 23,000 new homes, as well  as a range of jobs 

and services. The t iming, location, and type of growth that occurs 

in different parts of the community al l  play a role in the economic 

health of the city,  and in the qual ity of l i fe of current and future 

Thornton residents. Established areas of the community have, and 

wil l  continue to have, very different needs than emerging growth 

areas from an infrastructure and services standpoint. The types 

of development and mix of uses that are appropriate in different 

parts of Thornton wil l  also vary. 

A f iscal impact analysis,  included as Appenix C, was used as a 

tool to explore these geographic variables and to “test” potential 

tradeoffs associated with different land use choices. The result ing 

analysis was evaluated in the context of the extensive community 

and stakeholder input received as part of the Comprehensive Plan 

rewrite process. 

The Future Land Use Map, which is a key component of the Growth 

Framework, reflects an approach that seeks to balance f iscal 

considerations with forecast housing and employment demand, 

City Counci l  priorit ies,  and community preferences on the policy 

focus areas discussed in this chapter.

GROWTH FRAMEWORK

4.1 
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4.1 HOW TO USE THE GROWTH 
FRAMEWORK
This chapter provides a framework to guide future 
growth and investment so that it enhances the 
overall quality of life for current and future residents. 
The Growth Framework helps translate the key 
concepts embedded in the Vision Themes, Goals, 
and Policies outlined in Chapter 3: Policy Framework 
into the land uses and types of places that the 
community envisions and desires for the future. 
Based on the Policy Framework, specific Policy Focus 
Areas relevant to land use choices are outlined in 
this chapter. The key directions of these focus areas 
became the Building Blocks upon which two key 
components of the Growth Framework are based: 

• Future Land Use Map (FLUM). The Future 
Land Use Map is comprised of the map in 
Figure 4-3 and the associated Future Land 
Use Category descriptions on pages 4.15-4.28 
which are used to provide guidance on the type, 
intensity, and mix of uses that are desired in 
different parts of the city. The FLUM is also used 
by city staff to evaluate rezoning requests. 

• Placemaking Guidelines.  The Placemaking 
Guidelines indicate the city’s preferences, 
but are not requirements. They are used in 
conjunction with the FLUM as a tool to convey 
nuanced aspects of individual Future Land Use 
Categories as they apply to varied community 
contexts and site considerations in different 
areas throughout the city. For example, these 
guidelines can be used when exploring how 
the mix of uses in a Community Mixed-Use area 
might be applied in an established area versus 
an emerging growth area. These guidelines also 
provide an additional level of guidance about 
the desired character, mix of uses, anticipated 
amenities, and look and feel of places. 

The Growth Framework should be used as a tool 
to help city staff, elected and appointed officials, 
property owners, residents and others plan for, 
anticipate, evaluate, and make consistent decisions 
regarding the location, intensity, type and design of 
development in Thornton. It should also be used to 
inform planning for infrastructure and public services 
needed to serve Thornton’s growing population, 
encourage innovative public and private investments 
over time to enhance the city’s image and identity, 
and create quality spaces for residents to enjoy. 

Eastlake at 124th Station
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4.2 GROWTH POLICY BACKGROUND
As Thornton has developed and matured over the 
last 60+ years, the opportunities and challenges 
associated with the city’s growth and development 
have evolved. The Growth Framework of the 2020 
Plan is focused on building a strong foundation 
for implementation of the Policy Focus Areas 
determined during Phase 2 of the planning process 
that are relevant to guiding development in the city 
throughout the upcoming years: Economic Health, 
Balanced and Diverse Neighborhoods, Revitalization, 
and Create and Enhance Destinations. 

Eight Building Blocks, identified in the sidebar, 
were derived from the Policy Focus Areas that 
hone the decisions guiding future development. 
These Building Blocks are reflected in the Plan’s 
updated Future Land Use Map and Future Land Use 
Categories.

A brief overview of each Policy Focus Area and the 
associated directions and Building Blocks that are 
embedded throughout the Comprehensive Plan is 
provided on the following pages.

Underpinning all the updates to the Growth 
Framework from the city’s previous Comprehensive 
Plan is the desire to provide both increased 
predictability and flexibility for property owners, 
developers, city staff, and elected officials as 
decisions surrounding growth are made on a daily 
basis. This balance is achieved by more clearly 
distinguishing where flexibility will be encouraged 
in Thornton through the use of mixed-use land use 
categories, and where the city is seeking to maintain 
near-term and medium-term opportunities for 
commercial and employment.  

Carpenter Park

BUILDING BLOCKS
The following “Building Blocks” reflect the 
direction received from City Council and the 
community that informed key policy directions and 
changes to the Future Land Use Map: 

1. Retain employment centers to help preserve and 
create a diversity of jobs in Thornton.

2. Preserve land in prime locations for commercial 
use in order to support the fiscal health of the 
city.

3. Re-balance commercial uses with residential 
uses where necessary.

4. Create Complete Neighborhoods in suitable 
areas that create local destinations where 
residents can live, work, and play.

5. Identify areas around existing and future train 
stations that can support a greater choice of 
housing, employment, retail, and/or walkable 
neighborhoods.

6. Expand housing choices and help implement the 
recommendations of Thornton’s 2019 Housing 
Needs Assessment by allowing different types of 
housing to be built in more parts of the city.

7. Help ensure the vision of Thornton’s 2017 Parks 
and Open Space Master Plan by designating 
sufficient recreation opportunities throughout 
the city on the Future Land Use Map.

8. Development intensity should taper as it 
approaches the South Platte River and the 
Riverdale Road scenic byway.
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POLICY FOCUS AREA - ECONOMIC HEALTH 

Why it is Important
The city of Thornton has traditionally been 
a predominately residential community with 
supporting retail and service jobs. In recent years, 
the city set out to not only proactively attract retail 
businesses, but to grow employment in primary 
industries and attract additional entertainment and 
cultural assets to diversify the economy and create 
more opportunities for residents to live, work, and 
play in the community.

In 2017, the city adopted a jobs-to-housing 
ratio goal of 0.75 to support the preservation of 
employment land. This policy has been tested 
in recent years through an increase in requests 
to convert commercial and employment land to 
residential uses. However, expanding employment 
opportunities and creating a balance of residential 
and non-residential uses in Thornton remain a 
priority.

 Key Directions
The Growth Framework provides opportunities for 
a mix of employment and commercial services in 
Thornton by:

• Maintaining distinct categories for employment 
uses (no residential) to protect long-term 
opportunities.

• Continuing to allow large distribution 
warehouses as a subset of Employment 
Centers in targeted locations to be responsive 
to near-term demand, while supporting the 
transition of these uses to more job intensive 
employment uses (e.g., office) as the market 
evolves.

• Establishing a hierarchy of mixed-use categories 
to clearly define where the flexibility to provide 
live, work, play opportunities will be supported, 
and at what scale.

• Shifting some established commercial areas 
to Community Mixed-Use to encourage 
revitalization, while retaining a more traditional 
commercial-only designation (no residential) 
in other areas where long-term retention is 
desired.

Dynamic Metal Fabricators, Thornton

RELEVANT BUILDING BLOCKS
1. Retain employment centers to help preserve and create a diversity of jobs in Thornton.

2. Preserve land in prime locations for commercial use in order to support the fiscal health of the city.

3. Re-balance commercial uses with residential uses where necessary.
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POLICY FOCUS AREA - BALANCED AND DIVERSE NEIGHBORHOODS

Why it is Important
Single-family detached homes have accounted for 
the vast majority of the city’s residential growth. 
In recent years, Thornton has seen more diverse 
housing types, such as townhomes and condos, and 
desires to continue this trend. 

Consistent with the larger Denver Metropolitan 
Area, the cost of housing has risen significantly in 
Thornton. Housing affordability was a common 
concern heard throughout the outreach process. To 
accommodate changing demographics and market 
demands, increasing housing diversity throughout 
Thornton is a key priority for the community.

Key Directions
The Growth Framework helps advance this priority 
by:

• Expanding the range of densities and 
housing types that are accommodated 
in Single-Family Neighborhoods, Mixed 
Residential Neighborhoods, and Mixed-Use 
Neighborhoods.

• Incorporating pockets of high-density residential 
development as an integrated part of mixed-use 
designations rather than as standalone 
apartment complexes.

• Clearly defining where residential will be 
supported as part of commercial centers and 
aligning these areas with opportunities to 
promote revitalization, support transit, and 
create/enhance placemaking.

• Incorporating guidance for key Community 
Destinations, Complete Neighborhoods, 
and Activity Centers to address variations 
in the overall mix of uses, density, and other 
characteristics.

• Including guidance for non-managed residential 
areas to improve or maintain the neighborhood 
quality. 

Eastlake

RELEVANT BUILDING BLOCKS
4.  Create Complete Neighborhoods in suitable areas that create local destinations where residents can 

live, work, and play.

5.  Identify areas around existing and future train stations that can support a greater choice of housing, 
employment, retail, and/or walkable neighborhoods.

6.  Expand housing choices and help implement the recommendations of Thornton’s 2019 Housing 
Needs Assessment by allowing different types of housing to be built in more parts of the city.
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POLICY FOCUS AREA - REVITALIZATION 

Why it is Important
Nearly two-thirds of Thornton’s Future Growth Area 
is occupied by existing development, and many of 
these areas are more than fifty years old. As a result, 
future growth in Thornton will be accommodated 
through infill, redevelopment, and greenfield 
development. Maintaining the quality of established 
areas is also an important consideration as many 
areas need infrastructure and other improvements, 
lack services and amenities, and are generally in 
need of reinvestment.  

The city has designated urban renewal areas, 
adopted area-specific plans, and taken many 
other steps to encourage revitalization in some 
of the established areas of the city, but infill 
and redevelopment activity to date has been 
limited. Revitalization of established areas of the 
community continues to be a key priority, as does 
the need for better transit access, sidewalk and 
trail enhancements, access to arts and cultural/
educational programs and amenities, and new/
improved community space.

Key Directions
The Growth Framework seeks to encourage 
revitalization of commercial property and guide 
public improvements throughout the city by:

• Developing supporting Policies and 
implementation Strategies to encourage/
incentivize desired improvements in specified 
areas.

• Creating area-specific plans to support urban 
rewewal areas where needed.

• Design guidelines

• Modified development standards in 
redevelopment areas

Thornton Shopping Center

RELEVANT BUILDING BLOCKS
1. Retain employment centers to help preserve and create a diversity of jobs in Thornton.

2. Preserve land in prime locations for commercial use in order to support the fiscal health of the city.

3. Re-balance commercial uses with residential uses where necessary.
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POLICY FOCUS AREA - CREATE AND ENHANCE DESTINATIONS

Why it is Important
The purpose of placemaking is to create destinations 
and enhance Thornton’s identity as a great place to 
live. This is a common desire and topic of interest 
that resonates with many community members. 

Destinations provide residents with recreation, 
social gathering, and entertainment options near 
their homes. Some destinations draw people from 
surrounding communities. Many types of gathering 
spaces and destinations exist in the community 
today and have the potential to be further enhanced.

Key Directions
The Growth Framework seeks to create new, and 
enhance existing, destinations in Thornton by: 

• Identifying different opportunities for 
placemaking.

• Encouraging the flexibility needed to foster 
creativity and incentivize private investment.

• Clearly communicating the characteristics that 
contribute to a successful destination.

Gravel Lakes

RELEVANT BUILDING BLOCKS
4.  Create Complete Neighborhoods in suitable areas that create local destinations where residents can 

live, work, and play.

5.  Identify areas around existing and future train stations that can support a greater choice of housing, 
employment, retail, and/or walkable neighborhoods.

7. Help ensure the vision of Thornton’s 2017 Parks and Open Space Master Plan by designating 
sufficient recreation opportunities throughout the city on the Future Land Use Map.

8. Development intensity should taper as it approaches the South Platte River and the Riverdale Road 
scenic byway.
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HOW TO USE THE 
FUTURE LAND USE MAP

The Future Land Use Map should be used by 
elected and appointed officials and city staff to 
inform decisions regarding future development 
within the city and its growth area. The FLUM 
is used in conjunction with the Thornton 
Development Code to evaulate development 
applications, such as zoning requests. Where 
necessary, the city’s Development Code and 
other city standards will need to be evaluated and 
amended to conform to the desired characteristics 
of the land use categories and placemaking 
criteria. 

The Future Land Use Map should guide future 
investment in public facilities and infrastructure, 
and be used to evaluate the fiscal impacts of 
future land use decisions. The goals and policies 
set forth in Chapter 3: Policy Framework are 
intended to support the Future Land Use Map. 
These may provide supplemental policy guidance 
to ensure future decisions are aligned with core 
vision and values of the community.

4.3 FUTURE LAND USE MAP (FLUM)
The Future Land Use Map encompasses the Future 
Land Use Map on Figure 4-3 and the associated 
Future Land Use Categories decribed on pages 
4.15-4.28. The FLUM serves as a tool to guide future 
development within the city and its Future Growth 
Area by communicating a shared vision about how 
and where the city will grow over the next 10 to 20 
years. It is also used to convey the different types of 
places and land uses that are envisioned in various 
parts of Thornton as well as unincorporated land in 
Adams and Weld Counties. 

The FLUM identifies where it is desirable to: 

• Retain existing uses,

• Preserve or create opportunities for specific 
types of uses in the future, and/or

• Reinforce and enhance the character of an 
existing area.

The FLUM encourages a mix of uses to support 
the community’s goals related to housing diversity, 
access to services, placemaking, neighborhood 
revitalization, and other quality of life considerations. 

Each Future Land Use Category includes an intent 
statement that identifies the desired characteristics of 
the area and Primary and Supporting Uses.

Primary Uses. Within each Future Land Use 
Category, the Primary Uses are intended to be 
predominant. Primary Uses reflect either existing 
or desired land uses (or both) and are based on 
considerations such as location, adjacent uses, and 
other factors. These uses define and enhance the 
built character of an area.

Primary Uses reflect the need to maintain a focus 
on responsible planning for a balanced mix of uses 
throughout Thornton, particularly to account for 
the fiscal impacts of land use decisions as the city 
approaches buildout. 

Supporting Uses. Supporting Uses contribute to 
the overall vitality and functionality of Thornton’s 
neighborhoods, centers, and corridors. These uses 
are not intended to be the predominant use in any 
Future Land Use Category. The amount of area 
devoted to Supporting Uses (and the overall mix 
of uses) will vary by location and category. Not all 
of the identified Supporting Uses will be viable or 
appropriate on a given property. Rather, they should 
be considered within the broader community context 

and specific site conditions. Supporting Uses are 
designated for the following purposes:

• Coordinate with Primary Uses to enhance the 
built character of an area and help achieve 
broader community goals consistent with the 
intent of a particular land use category    

• Acknowledge the presence of existing uses in a 
given area

Locational criteria, compatibility with adjacent 
uses, access to services and amenities, and other 
considerations may apply. Refer to the criteria of the 
specific Future Land Use Category. The Placemaking 
Guidelines also provide guidance, where appropriate, 
on the desired mix of uses and intended character for 
certain mixed-use areas.

Other considerations. 

• Places of worship and K-12 schools are allowed in 
all Future Land Use Categories as regulated by 
state and federal law. 

• Development within the floodplain is governed 
by Thornton’s floodplain ordinance. 

• Accessory dwelling units are allowed per the 
Thornton Development Code.



Floodplain

Employment Center

Mixed Use Neighborhoods
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Figure 4-1: Parts of the Growth Framework
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Figure 4-2: Future Land Use Categories

Land Use* Intent Uses 
Estate 
Neighborhoods 
(EN)

Reserve low intensity areas in the city for larger lot residential 
development and agricultural uses to preserve the rural environment 
and natural areas. In some cases, the intent is to preserve scenic vistas 
along the South Platte River and protect wildlife habitat. 

Primary Uses: Single-family detached homes, agricultural uses

Density: 1 du/acre or higher

Single-Family 
Neighborhoods 
(SFN)  

Provide areas for low density residential development with recreational 
amenities.

Primary Uses: Single-family detached homes and duplexes

Supporting Uses:  Associated recreational amenities and parks

Density: Typically 1-8 du/acre, existing development may be higher

Mixed 
Residential 
Neighborhoods 
(MRN)

Expand the range of housing densities and types within this category 
to increase residential choices for the community. These areas should 
provide a mix of predominantly medium to high density housing types 
that are well-integrated, walkable, and connected with close proximity 
to services and amenities.

Primary Uses: Duplexes, triplexes, townhomes, multifamily, senior 
housing, nursing homes, convalescent homes and hospices, and existing 
manufactured housing communities. Also included are small single-family 
detached units (9 du/acre or higher)

Supporting Uses: Single-family detached (less than 9 du/acre) and 
associated recreational amenities

Density: Typically 5-18 du/acre (higher may be allowed with Council 
approval), existing development may be higher

Mixed-Use 
Neighborhoods 
(MUN)

Expand the range of housing densities and types in close proximity to 
commercial uses to increase lifestyle options within the community. 
These areas should provide a mix of predominantly medium to high 
density housing types with close proximity to services and amenities 
and with well-placed commercial uses that are well-integrated, 
walkable, and connected.

Primary Uses: Duplexes, triplexes, townhomes, multifamily, senior 
housing, nursing homes, convalescent homes and hospices, and existing  
manufactured housing communities. Also included are small single-family 
detached units (9 du/acre or higher)

Supporting Uses:  Small-scale commercial (required), single-family detached 
(less than 9 du/acre), and associated recreational amenities

Density: Typically 5-18 du/acre (higher may be allowed with Council 
approval), existing development may be higher

Transit-Oriented 
Development 
(TOD)

Create a vibrant mix of uses in a compact and pedestrian-oriented 
environment that take advantage of transit options and enable these 
areas to function as gathering spaces for surrounding residents and 
visitors to the area.

Primary Uses: Varies by location, but includes a mix of pedestrian-scale 
commercial, office, employment, retail, and residential uses

Supporting Uses:  Cultural facilities, gathering spaces, and community-
oriented uses

Density: Vary by location, generally transit-supportive densities 

Community 
Mixed-Use 
(CMU)

Create primarily commercial areas to provide products and services 
to surrounding areas, while in certain circumstances providing 
opportunities for the integration of residential uses. The intention is to 
support the revitalization of established areas of Thornton through infill, 
redevelopment and adaptive reuse, and to improve access to services 
and amenities for surrounding neighborhoods.

Primary Uses: Commercial uses such as supermarkets, restaurants, retail, 
offices, medical facilities, service providers, nursing homes, convalescent 
homes and hospices

Supporting Uses: The following uses only with Council approval: townhomes 
and multifamily. Supporting uses cannot exceed 25% of the total land area of 
the site proposed to be developed. 

Density: Vary by location

Commercial 
(COM)

Create places throughout the city where commercial uses can be 
located to provide products and services to surrounding areas. This 
category is intended to preserve opportunities for commercial uses 
over the long-term to maintain the fiscal viability for the city.

Primary Uses: Commercial uses such as supermarkets and big-box retail, 
restaurants, offices, service providers, medical facilities, and nursing homes, 
convalescent homes and hospices

Regional 
Mixed-Use 
(RMU)

Develop areas that attract people from Thornton and the surrounding 
region. These should include large format office, retail, services, and 
recreational attractions. High density residential is intended as a 
supporting use in order to help activate these areas throughout the 
day.

Primary Uses: Large and smaller format retail, office, medical, auto sales, 
hotels, restaurants, and indoor and outdoor entertainment uses that attract 
visitors from around the city and region

Supporting Uses:  Multifamily and other residential uses greater than 15 du/
acre, senior housing, nursing homes, convalescent homes and hospices, and 
supporting non-residential uses

Density: Vary by location

Employment 
Center (EC)

As Thornton grows, an expanding and diverse range of employment 
options are vital to the balanced growth of the city. It is necessary to 
provide areas where primary employers can be located. These should 
complement and enhance the image and identity of the city. This 
category is not intended to respond quickly to the market, but instead 
to reserve land for current and future employers to locate in Thornton.

Primary Uses: Business parks, corporate campuses, and light manufacturing 
that accommodates a mix of office types and sizes, as well as private schools 
or universities and other similar uses that provide employment

Supporting Uses:  Supporting retail uses such as hotels, restaurants, and 
other small-scale commercial uses

Employment 
Center - 
Warehousing 
Overlay (EC-W)

In select locations, land has been set aside to accommodate the 
need for large distribution warehouses where potential impacts on 
surrounding areas are minimal.

Primary Uses: Business parks, corporate campuses, and light manufacturing 
that accommodate a mix of office types and sizes, as well as private schools 
or universities and other similar uses that provide employment. Additionally, 
large distribution warehouses

Supporting Uses: Supporting retail uses such as hotels, restaurants, and 
other small-scale commercial uses   

Institutional 
(INS)

Provides locations for city-related uses and public libraries Primary Uses: Government, civic, and other community facilities such as 
libraries and public safety facilities

Parks, Trails 
and Open Space 
(PTO)

Provide places for people to recreate, interact with nature, and attend 
public events.

Primary Uses: Public and private parks, trails, swimming pools, golf courses, 
open space, public recreation centers, and reservoirs

Supporting Uses: Libraries, public performing arts centers, and other 
recreational uses

Urban Reserve 
(UR)

To provide an interim land use designation for the portions of 
southwestern Weld County that are located within Thornton’s Future 
Growth Area. The intent would be to continue the Big Dry Creek 
regional trail and open space corridor northward.

Floodplain (FP) To acknowledge designated floodplains and reduce associated risks Primary Uses: Areas that are prone to periodic flooding and require 
additional site analysis and mitigation actions/strategies 

Supporting Uses:  Trails and other recreational uses, agriculture

*See specific Future Land Use Categories (pages 4.15-4.28) for full details.
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Figure 4-3: Future Land Use Map
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Estate Neighborhoods (EN)

Intent: Reserve low intensity areas in the city for larger lot residential development and agricultural uses to 
preserve the rural environment and natural areas. In some cases, the intent is to preserve scenic vistas along 
Riverdale Road and the South Platte River corridor. This also serves to protect wildlife habitat in the area. 

Primary Uses: Single-family detached homes, agricultural uses

Density/Scale: Lots shall be one or more acres in size

Characteristics:

• Includes a number of unincorporated enclaves in Adams County (e.g., Wadley Farms) 

• Supports the conservation of open lands, floodplain and other sensitive natural areas, and agricultural 
land
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4. Growth Framework | Future Land Use Map

Single-Family Neighborhoods (SFN)

Intent: Provide areas for low density residential development with recreational amenities.

Primary Uses: Single-family detached homes and duplexes

Supporting Uses: Associated recreational amenities and parks

Density/Scale: Typically 1-8 dwelling units per acre, although some pockets of existing development may be 
higher

Characteristics:

• Other dwelling types may be allowed as part of a Planned Development
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Intent: Expand the range of housing densities and types within this category to increase residential choices 
for the community. These areas should provide a mix of predominantly medium to high density housing types 
that are well-integrated, walkable, and connected with close proximity to services and amenities.

The MRN category is not intended to respond quickly to the marketplace, but rather to create integrated land 
use developments with common landscaping, architectural, and design elements.

Primary Uses: Duplexes, triplexes, townhomes, multifamily, senior housing, nursing homes, convalescent 
homes and hospices, and existing manufactured housing communities. Also included are small single-family 
detached units (9 du/acre or higher).

Supporting Uses: Single-family detached (less than 9 du/acre) and associated recreational amenities

Density/Scale: Typically 5-18 dwelling units per acre, although some pockets of existing development may 
be higher. Higher densities may be allowed with City Council approval.

Characteristics:
• The site shall contain at least two (preferably three or more) distinct types of housing

• Developer should provide a broad land development plan that shows the location and interconnection 
of uses across adjacent MRN parcels to demonstrate how the area will achieve a well-integrated 
development and how, potentially, a mix of land uses is achieved

• Has a well-connected pedestrian, bike, and street network that connects within and throughout the 
neighborhoods

• Development, in particular higher density uses, should transition 
in scale, intensity and density toward surrounding lower density 
neighborhoods

• Exceptions to the required on-site mix of uses will be considered for 
small infill development sites, primarily in the southern part of the 
city, adjacent to other existing housing types, services and other uses. 
This is not intended to apply to greenfield sites because these areas 
do not have the same existing mix of uses, services and amenities as 
older parts of the city.

Mixed Residential Neighborhoods (MRN)

Refer to pages 4.38-4.45  for 
more detailed guidelines 
regarding the preferred mix 
of uses, building orientation/
layout, connectivity, and other 
development qualities that are 
envisioned for different types 
of Complete Neighborhoods.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES
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4. Growth Framework | Future Land Use Map

Intent: Expand the range of housing densities and types in close proximity to commercial uses to increase lifestyle 
options within the community. These areas should provide a mix of predominantly medium to high density housing 
types with close proximity to services and amenities and with well-placed commercial uses that are well-integrated, 
walkable, and connected.

The MUN category is not intended to respond quickly to the marketplace, but rather to create integrated land use 
developments with common landscaping, architectural, and design elements.

Primary Uses: Duplexes, triplexes, townhomes, multifamily, senior housing, nursing homes, convalescent homes and 
hospices, and existing manufactured housing communities. Also included are small single-family detached units (9 du/
acre or higher).

Supporting Uses: Small-scale commercial (required), single-family detached (less than 9 du/acre) and associated 
recreational amenities

Density/Scale: Typically 5-18 dwelling units per acre, although some pockets of existing development may be higher. 
Higher densities may be allowed with City Council approval.

Characteristics:
• Commercial component is required

• In addition to the commercial, the site shall contain at least two (preferably three or more) distinct types of housing

• Developer should provide a broad land development plan that shows the location and interconnection of uses 
across adjacent MUN parcels to demonstrate how the area will achieve a well-integrated development and how, 
potentially, a mix of land uses is achieved

• Has a well-connected pedestrian, bike, and street network that connects 
within and throughout the neighborhoods

• Development, in particular higher density uses, should transition in scale, 
intensity and density toward surrounding lower density neighborhoods

• Exceptions to the required on-site mix of uses will be considered for small 
infill development sites, primarily in the southern part of the city, adjacent to 
other existing housing types, services and other uses. This is not intended 
to apply to greenfield sites because these areas do not have the same 
existing mix of uses, services and amenities as older parts of the city.

Mixed-Use Neighborhoods (MUN)

Refer to pages 4.38-4.45  for 
more detailed guidelines 
regarding the preferred mix 
of uses, building orientation/
layout, connectivity, and other 
development qualities that are 
envisioned for different types 
of Complete Neighborhoods.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)

Intent: Create a vibrant mix of uses in a compact and pedestrian-oriented environment that takes advantage 
of transit options and enables these areas to function as gathering spaces for surrounding residents and 
visitors to the area.

Primary Uses: Varies by location, but includes a mix of pedestrian-scale commercial, office, employment, 
retail, and residential uses 

Supporting Uses: Cultural facilities, gathering spaces, and community-oriented uses 

Density/Scale: Transit-supportive densities vary by location, but generally are higher intensity in nature

Characteristics:
• Developer should provide a broad land development plan that shows the location and interconnection 

of uses across adjacent TOD parcels to demonstrate how the area will achieve a well-integrated 
development and how, potentially, a mix of land uses is achieved. Refer to the Station Area Master 
Plans (STAMP) or Subarea Plans, if available, for more detailed guidance. In locations where a STAMP or 
Subarea Plan has not been adopted, the developer should provide a broad land development plan and 
refer to the Placemaking Guidelines in this Comprehensive Plan

• Concentrations of retail, office, restaurant, educational, civic, and 
entertainment uses encourage pedestrian activity

• Vertical integration of uses is strongly encouraged adjacent to rail and 
BRT stations

• Transitions in density and intensity are required adjacent to 
established single-family neighborhoods 

• Could be located in areas without train service, but where there are 
other strong transit connections

Refer to pages 4.46 and 
4.59-4.66  for more detailed 
guidelines regarding the 
preferred mix of uses, 
building orientation/layout, 
connectivity, and other 
development qualities that are 
envisioned for different types 
of Regional Activity Centers.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES
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Community Mixed-Use (CMU)

Intent: Create primarily commercial areas to provide products and services to surrounding areas, while in certain 
circumstances providing opportunities for the integration of residential uses. The intention is to support the 
revitalization of established areas of Thornton through infill, redevelopment, and adaptive reuse, and to improve access 
to services and amenities for surrounding neighborhoods. The CMU category is not intended to respond quickly to 
the marketplace, but rather to create integrated land use developments with common landscaping, architectural, and 
design elements.

Primary Uses: Commercial uses such as supermarkets, restaurants, retail, offices, medical facilities, service providers, 
nursing homes, convalescent homes and hospices

Supporting Uses: The following uses only with Council approval: townhomes and multifamily. These supporting uses 
cannot exceed 25% of the total land area of the site proposed to be developed. Residential uses that closely follow the 
Placemaking Guidelines are more likely to be considered appropriate in the CMU category.

Density/Scale: Densities will vary by location with higher intensity developments located closer to major 
thoroughfares, tapering down towards surrounding, less-intensive developments; buildings heights will typically be 
between 2 and 5 stories.

Characteristics:
• Developer should provide a broad land development plan that shows the location and interconnection of uses 

across adjacent CMU parcels to demonstrate how the area will achieve a well-integrated development and how, 
potentially, a mix of land uses is achieved

• Targeted infill and/or redevelopment is encouraged as a way to reduce surface parking lots, introduce 
complementary uses, and promote a more pedestrian-oriented environment

• Preserve prominent corners and other highly visible intersections for retail and 
other commercial uses that will encourage high-level ground floor activity 

• No supporting use may be established before a primary use is built. However, 
based on extenuating circumstances (for example environmental, topographic, 
site configuration, historic, or other physical limitations), City Council may 
approve or conditionally approve a supporting use to be built first if the intent 
of this category is met and assurance is given that the primary uses will be built 
within a certain period of time

• Buffering, screening, and tapering intensity are required adjacent to residential 
neighborhoods

See pages 4.46-4.52 for 
more detailed guidelines 
regarding the preferred mix 
of uses, building orientation/
layout, connectivity, and 
other development qualities 
that are envisioned for 
different types of Shopping, 
Dining, Entertainment 
Centers.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES
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Intent: Create places throughout the city where commercial uses can be located to provide products and 
services to surrounding areas. This category is intended to preserve opportunities for commercial uses over 
the long-term to maintain the fiscal viability for the city.

Primary Uses: Commercial uses such as supermarkets, big-box retail, restaurants, offices, service providers, 
medical facilities, and nursing homes, convalescent homes and hospices.

Characteristics:

• Provides safe and direct pedestrian/bicycle connections throughout the center and to adjacent 
neighborhoods

• Buffering, screening, and tapering intensity are required adjacent to residential neighborhoods

See pages 4.46-4.52 for 
more detailed guidelines 
regarding the preferred mix 
of uses, building orientation/
layout, connectivity, and other 
development qualities that 
are envisioned for different 
types of Shopping, Dining, 
Entertainment Centers

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES

Commercial (COM)
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Regional Mixed-Use (RMU)

Intent: Develop areas that attract people from Thornton and the surrounding region. These should include 
large format office, retail, services, and recreational attractions. High density residential is intended as a 
supporting use in order to help activate these areas throughout the day. 

Primary Uses: Large and smaller format retail, office, medical, auto sales, hotels, restaurants, and indoor and 
outdoor entertainment uses that attract visitors from around the city and region

Supporting Uses: Multifamily and other residential uses greater than 15 du/acre, senior housing, nursing 
homes, convalescent homes and hospices, and supporting non-residential uses

Density/Scale: Densities will vary by location. Building heights will typically be between 2-6 stories, but may 
be higher for proposed projects that provide a major opportunity for enhancing the city’s image and identity.

Characteristics:
• High visibility from I-25 and E-470 

• Developer should provide a broad land development plan that shows the location and interconnection 
of uses across adjacent RMU parcels to demonstrate how the area will achieve a well-integrated 
development and how, potentially, a mix of land uses is achieved

• Targeted infill and/or redevelopment is encouraged in older centers 
as a way to reduce surface parking lots, introduce complementary 
uses, and promote a more pedestrian-oriented environment

• Preserve prominent corners and other highly visible intersections 
for retail and other commercial uses that will encourage high-level 
ground floor activity 

• No supporting use may be established before a primary use is built

• Buffering, screening and tapering intensity to surrounding uses 
required

Refer to pages 4.46 and 
4.59-4.64  for more detailed 
guidelines regarding the 
preferred mix of uses, 
building orientation/layout, 
connectivity, and other 
development qualities that are 
envisioned for different types 
of Regional Activity Centers.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES
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Employment Center (EC)

Intent: As Thornton grows, an expanding and diverse range of employment options are vital to the balanced 
growth of the city. It is necessary to provide areas where primary employers can be located. These should 
complement and enhance the image and identity of the city. This category is not intended to respond quickly 
to the market, but instead to reserve land for current and future employers to locate in Thornton. 

Primary Uses: Business parks, corporate campuses, and light manufacturing that accommodates a mix 
of office types and sizes, as well as private schools or universities and other similar uses that provide 
employment

Supporting Uses: Supporting retail uses such as hotels, restaurants, and other small-scale commercial uses

Density/Scale: Will vary by location with higher intensity developments sited along I-25 and E-470 

Characteristics:

• Offer the largest concentration of employment within the city with 
access and visibility to major transportation routes (I-25/E-470)

• Supported by safe and direct pedestrian/bicycle connections to 
adjacent neighborhoods and supporting services

• Buffering, screening, and tapering intensity to surrounding uses 
required

• Does not allow large distribution warehouses

Refer to pages 4.46 and 
4.53-4.58 for more detailed 
guidelines regarding the 
preferred mix of uses, 
building orientation/layout, 
connectivity, and other 
development characteristics 
that are envisioned for 
Employment Centers.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES
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Intent: In select locations, land has been set aside to accommodate the need for large distribution 
warehouses where potential impacts on surrounding areas are minimal.

Primary Uses: Business parks, corporate campuses, and light manufacturing that accommodates a mix 
of office types and sizes, as well as private schools or universities and other similar uses that provide 
employment. Additionally, large distribution warehouses are permitted as a primary use.

Supporting Uses: Supporting retail uses such as hotels, restaurants, and other small-scale commercial uses

Density/Scale: Will vary by location 

Characteristics:

• Large distribution warehouses and light manufacturing uses should be located within close proximity 
of a major roadway corridor and provide good access and efficient 
movement for heavy truck traffic

• Truck terminals that are not specifically associated with a company’s 
distribution warehouse building are not appropriate in this category

• Includes uses that typically require larger sites and have greater 
impact on surrounding areas/uses

• Buffering, screening, and tapering intensity to surrounding uses 
required

• Overlay is intended to serve near-term demand; however, the 
transition of distribution warehousing uses to more job intensive 
employment uses will be supported as the market evolves

Employment Center - Warehousing Overlay  (EC-W)

Refer to pages 4.46 and 
4.53-4.58 for more detailed 
guidelines regarding the 
preferred mix of uses, 
building orientation/layout, 
connectivity, and other 
development characteristics 
that are envisioned for 
Employment Centers.

PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES

4. Growth Framework | Future Land Use Map
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Institutional (INS)

Intent: Provides locations for city-related uses and public libraries

Primary Uses: Government, civic, and other community facilities such as libraries and public safety facilities
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Parks, Trails and Open Space (PTO)

Intent: Provide places for people to recreate, interact with nature, and attend public events.

Primary Uses: Public and private parks, trails, swimming pools, golf courses, open space, public recreation 
centers, and reservoirs 

Supporting Uses: Libraries, public performing arts centers, and other recreational uses

Size: Varies by location

Characteristics:

• Generally owned and managed by public agencies—primarily the city of Thornton and Adams County—
but can also include privately owned areas

• These areas serve many functions including: providing opportunities for outdoor recreation, preserving 
scenic views, providing a buffer between uses, protecting wildlife habitat and corridors, and preserving 
the capacity and water quality of the storm drainage system

4. Growth Framework | Future Land Use Map
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Urban Reserve (UR)

Intent: To provide an interim land use designation for the portions of southwestern Weld County that are 
located within Thornton’s Future Growth Area. The intent would be to continue the Big Dry Creek regional 
trail and open space corridor northward. 

Additional Information: The decision whether to expand into this area will be made at a later date. If this 
occurs, part of Weld County within Thornton’s Future Growth Area is expected to be urban in nature with 
a mix of residential densities, supporting commercial uses, and employment. Fiscal implications will be 
considered when annexing into Weld County. 
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Floodplain (FP)

Intent: To acknowledge designated floodplains and reduce associated risks.

Primary Uses: Areas that are prone to periodic flooding and require additional site analysis and mitigation 
actions/strategies

Supporting Uses: Trails and other recreational uses, agriculture

Size: Varies by location

Characteristics:

• Supports the conservation of the South Platte River corridor,  the Big Dry Creek Corridor and other river 
corridors, as well as the Riverdale Road Scenic Byway

• Provides opportunity to create additional linkages to the parks and open space system in Thornton and 
the surrounding region

• Additional site analysis and mitigation strategies may be required for existing and future development

4. Growth Framework | Future Land Use Map
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CULTURAL AMENITIES

RECREATIONAL AMENITIES

4.4 PLACEMAKING GUIDELINES 
This section is a supplement to the Future Land Use Map (FLUM) that aids in fostering the sense of place 
that Thornton residents have articulated in their vision for the city of Thornton’s future. Creating a unique 
identity and image in Thornton will require a focus on enhancing existing assets in the community, while also 
supporting the creation of new amenities and destinations. In this way, the community’s vision can be realized 
through incremental changes in different parts of the city over time. 

To support these objectives, this section addresses three different types of places: Community Destinations, 
Complete Neighborhoods, and Activity Centers. Opportunities for each are identified, along with a 
discussion of preferred characteristics. Concept diagrams are also provided for each type to help illustrate 
key concepts and convey the community’s vision. This information should be used as a tool to inform public 
and private investment in different locations, and to guide future updates to the Development Code.

COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS

During the Comprehensive Plan outreach process, 
the community identified recreational and cultural 
amenities as vital to their quality of life and a priority 
for future improvements. These amenities include 
accessible public spaces for users of all ages and 
abilities, places to uniquely engage with nature and 
the environment, and cultural hubs. It is in these types 
of places where local residents feel that uses and 
spaces are reflective of a uniquely Thornton identity 
and sense of place. 

Thornton has been very successful in planning for 
and implementing high quality recreational amenities 
throughout the city. However, the need for additional 
focus on unique cultural and city facilities, such as a 
performing arts center or theater, was emphasized 
during the Comprehensive Plan rewrite process. 
These will enhance the quality of life of Thornton 
residents while also having the potential to draw 
visitors from elsewhere in the region.

However, it is recognized that there are other 
destination types throughout Thornton that are 
primarily driven by private investment, such as the outlet mall. These types of destinations are addressed 
later in this chapter. Identifying these destinations can inform the community of the range of amenities that 
are available. The Comprehensive Plan can also help encourage public investment in and expansion of these 
areas.

Locations of key recreational and cultural amenities are shown on Figure 4-4 to the right. 
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EXISTING AND FUTURE COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS

Figure 4-4: Existing and Future Community Destinations Map
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 EXISTING AND FUTURE COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS

Carpenter Recreation Center Complex 
Description: This is a major, multifaceted focus 
destination for central Thornton. Many amenities 
are located in this complex including a full-service 
recreation center, an extensive trail network, 
multipurpose fields, outdoor amphitheater, 
Carpenter Ponds with paddle boat rentals, carousel, 
skate park, court sports including tennis, volleyball, 
basketball, and bocce ball courts, horseshoe pit, 
pavilions, universally accessible playground, splash 
pad, and a xeriscape demonstration garden. This is 
also a venue to display community artwork such as 
creatively designed benches and a Peace Wall. This 
complex provides many opportunities for community 
health and wellbeing as well as a venue for 
community events such as Thorntonfest, Winterfest, 
and Summer Concert Series. 

Future Plans: Construction is underway on the new 
Active Adult Center, which will be located on the 
northeast corner of the site. Renovations are also 
planned to upgrade the aquatics portion of the 
center.

Community Park Complex
Description: Community Park is a multifaceted focus 
destination area for southeast Thornton. The original 
city recreation center located in this community 
level park now offers a number of more specific 
services including a teen center. The surrounding 
park currently provides many additional recreational 
amenities, including the Thomas J. Slocum Memorial 
Skatepark, City Pool, multipurpose fields and 
picnic areas. The historic Thornton Women’s Club 
building is also located in this area. Of note, Harvest 
Fest takes place on the multipurpose fields every 
September.

Future Plans: There are plans to renovate and partly 
repurpose the Community Center. The northeast 
parking lot is the planned future location of Fire 
Station No.1.  Planned park improvements include a 
skatepark replacement incorporating a pump track, 
new outdoor restrooms, and a basketball court 
replacement.
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 EXISTING AND FUTURE COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS

Sports Facilities
Description: The city has three major stand-alone 
sports destinations. These are the Riverwalk Ballfields 
and Batting Cages, Thornton Sports Complex, and 
the Northern Lights Ballfields. These facilities provide 
a variety of opportunities for team sports and are a 
regional attraction. 

Future Plans: The city intends to maintain and 
program these fields according to current and future 
recreational needs.

Aylor Open Lands 
Description: Aylor Open Lands are located in the 
northern part of the city and plans are underway 
to determine its destination focus.  Presently this 
is a city-owned property. It’s natural assets include 
unique elevation changes, view corridors (mountains, 
plains, and Denver), and natural areas that are not 
currently programmed or developed. No amenities 
are provided on this site at this time. 

Future Plans: The city is in the process of 
determining what types of amenities should be 
master planned for this site. The plan will incorporate 
innovative, place-making ideas for a well-connected 
and inclusive recreational, cultural and educational 
area for all ages.  It is anticipated that a portion of the 
site will be nature-based.
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Trail Winds Park and Open Space Complex
Description: This is a major multifaceted destination 
in the northern part of Thornton. Major components 
include a new full-service recreation center, the 
Veterans Memorial Aquatic Center (owned by Adams 
12 School District), outdoor sports fields, skatepark 
and a dog park. The complex also contains trails and 
open space. 

Future Plans: The Trail Winds Park and Open 
Space Site Master Plan is expected to be updated 
in the near future to reflect the location of the 
newly construction recreation center and provide 
guidelines for future site amenities based on 
community needs.

Thorncreek Golf Course
Description: The Thorncreek Golf Course is a golfing 
destination in northeast Thornton, close to I-25. This 
city-owned and recently-renovated 18-hole course 
and clubhouse provides golfing opportunities for 
residents of Thornton and surrounding communities. 
The clubhouse provides an updated eating area, bar, 
room for small functions, and an expanded patio for 
additional event space. 

Future Plans: The golf course and clubhouse have 
both been recently renovated (2018) to enhance 
playability for all ages and abilities.

 EXISTING AND FUTURE COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS
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Gravel Lakes
Description: There is a great opportunity to create 
recreational-focused destination areas using some 
of the gravel lakes owned by the city located in the 
South Platte River corridor. These gravel lakes serve 
as water reservoirs but could provide a variety of 
water based recreational amenities.  Currently, the 
West Gravel Lakes and West Sprat Platte Fishing 
Facilities offer recreational fishing and are also the 
location of a major trailhead to the regional multi-use 
South Platte River and Front Range Trail. 

Future Plans: The city is in the process of identifying 
a number of the Gravel Lakes to be developed as 
recreational areas with potential opportunities for 
fishing, picnicking, water sports, wildlife viewing, and 
other amenities.

Lambertson Lakes Farmhouse
Description: This farmstead provides an opportunity 
for a historic and cultural destination in south 
Thornton.  The rural homestead dates back to the 
late 1800’s and is preserved with an iconic barn, 
grain silos, 1950s farm house, and other vestiges 
of Thornton’s agricultural heritage.  Abutting are 
several fishing ponds in Lambertson Lakes Park & 
Open Space including Grange Hall Creek Regional 
Trail. The site provides glimpses of local wildlife, an 
escape from the city, as well as a way to connect with 
Thornton’s past.

Future Plans: Long-term plans include a heritage-
based, living farm destination that will open the 
Lambertson Farmstead for visitors, tours, and school 
groups.  Demonstration gardening, interactive 
programs, and community events will complement 
the passive recreational activities.   

 EXISTING AND FUTURE COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS
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 EXISTING AND FUTURE COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS

Civic Center Area
Description: The primary function of the Civic 
Center Campus is the provision of municipal services. 
The Thornton Civic Center Campus consists of 
the City Hall, Thornton Police Facilities, Thornton 
Municipal Courts, as well as Civic Center Park, which 
includes Croke Lake that provides recreational 
fishing. 

Future Plans: This destination has the potential to 
be expanded onto the land owned by the city’s 
redevelopment authority south of Thornton Parkway. 
New development on this land could accommodate 
future city amenities with nearby complementary 
uses such as restaurants.

Dorothy Boulevard Cultural Amenities
Description: This area is a distinctive destination for 
visual and performing arts with other surrounding 
uses. Located in Original Thornton along Dorothy 
Boulevard, this area includes the Thornton Arts 
and Culture Center (TACC), the current location of 
the Active Adult Center, and Lu Murray Park with 
playground, basketball court, walking loop, and 
shuffle board courts. 

Future Plans: The Active Adult Center is being 
relocated to the Margaret W. Carpenter Park and 
Open Space Complex in late 2020, adjacent to the 
Carpenter Recreation Center. The existing center 
will be repurposed for the Community Connections 
one-stop resource shop. Presently, the city is 
investigating building a larger performing arts center, 
but it is expected that the TACC will continue to 
provide significant cultural amenities to the area.
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Engineered 
drainage channels 
can be naturalized 
into creekbeds.

A promenade or 
linear park along a 
natural feature or 
around a park is great 
for recreation and 
exercise.

Plaza spaces 
provide public 
gathering 
opportunities.

Buildings should front onto the 
park, natural feature or recreational 
amenity with articulated facades, 
transparent storefronts, and patios 
to prioritize activity adjacent to the 
amenity.

Buildings serving  
recreational users can 
be located in prominent 
locations.

 PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITIES: COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS - RECREATIONAL AMENITIES

Figure 4-5: Example of relationship between buildings, amenities, and public space
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Entertainment uses 
such as a theater 
or museum can be 
a community-wide 
or even regional 
attraction.

Civic buildings should 
have a prominent 
frontage along a park 
or plaza space.

The local 
context, history, 
and culture can 
be celebrated 
through art and 
programming.

Cultural destinations help 
spur development in the 
surrounding area

Parks and plazas  
should be designed to 
support a mix of formal 
and informal gatherings.

 PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITIES: COMMUNITY DESTINATIONS - CULTURAL AMENITIES

Figure 4-6: Example of relationship between buildings, amenities, and public space
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COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Complete Neighborhoods are intended to provide 
quality living environments that offer a variety of 
housing choices and accommodate a wide range 
of lifestyles for Thornton residents. Complete 
Neighborhoods align most closely with the 
Mixed Residential Neighborhood and Mixed-Use 
Neighborhood Future Land Use Categories. 

The information and examples that follow provide 
an additional level of guidance to help articulate 
the desired character, mix of uses, and community 
amenities that will be encouraged in existing and 
future Complete Neighborhoods. 

These illustrative tools serve as a basis for 
expanding housing options, guiding neighborhood 
improvements, directing public or private 
investment, or shaping regulatory tools to facilitate 
more predictable, quality outcomes in Thornton’s 
neighborhoods.

MIXED RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS

MIXED-USE NEIGHBORHOODS

COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS NEIGHBORHOODS
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Distinguishing Characteristics
Complete Neighborhoods align most closely with the Mixed Residential Neighborhood and Mixed-Use 
Neighborhood Future Land Use Categories. Complete Neighborhoods are intended to provide quality 
neighborhoods that offer a variety of housing choices and accommodate a wide range of lifestyles for 
Thornton residents. These neighborhoods are primarily residential in nature with some supporting community 
services and amenities, and small-scale retail uses that aim to enhance the overall walkability and accessibility 
of the neighborhood. They establish a well-connected street network that provides internal and external 
connectivity to provide convenient access to nearby mixed-use centers.

COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS NEIGHBORHOODS

“LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix: Mixed-Use Neighborhood FLUM Category
These neighborhoods typically include up to 90% “Live” uses, with up to half of the area as “Work/Play” 
uses. The inclusion of commercial uses creates convenient, walkable access to goods and services and helps 
activate the area.
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LIVE

“LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix: Mixed Residential Neighborhood FLUM Category

Unless otherwise defined by other planning documents, these neighborhoods typically have a well 
distributed and diverse “Live” mix of uses. This type of neighborhood is most vibrant with uses that are 
complementary and varied in scale to foster activity throughout the day. While this type of neighborhood 
doees not include a “Work/Play” mix directly within it as might be expected in a Complete Neighborhood, it 
accomplishes the intent by locating in close proximity to areas providing goods and services.
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EXISTING AND FUTURE COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Figure 4-7: Future Land Use Categories that Support Complete Neighborhoods
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Pocket parks and other small 
nodes dedicated for pedestrians 

provide a safe and inviting 
environment for residents

Direct and safe connections 
should be made to and 

between neighborhoods

Variations in housing type and 
design, coupled with well-

maintained landscaping, creates 
pedestrian-friendly streetscapes

Quality landscaping, interesting  
lighting fixtures, and other distinctive 
streetscape elements all contribute to 
the placemaking of a neighborhood

 PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITIES: COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Figure 4-8: Example of relationship between buildings, ameties, and public space

Parks and other neighborhood 
gathering places should be 
highly accessible and within 
walking distance of homes
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• Character

 o Variety of housing options and lot sizes

• Placemaking

 o Distinct streetscape elements unique to the 
neighborhood

 o Pedestrian-friendly streetscapes along 
neighborhood streets

• Connectivity

 o Interconnected network of local streets with 
short, walkable block lengths

 o Pedestrian and bicycle pathways that 
provide direct access to and between 
neighborhoods and to nearby services

 o Bike racks and bike lanes or sharrows

• Mix of Uses

 o Primarily residential

 o The Mixed-Use Neighborhood (MUN) Future 
Land Use Category requires integrated 
commercial uses

 o Preferably 3 or more types housing

• Building Orientation/Layout

 o Oriented to minimize the impacts of major 
streets 

 o Variations in home orientation and site 
features

 o Commercial uses in MUN-designated areas 
should be situated along major roadways

• Building Heights

 o Varies by location and context of the 
neighborhood

• Amenities

 o Accessible parks, trails, open space, and 
community gardens

• Transitions

 o Appropriate transitions in building height 
and form between housing types of 
different intensities

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS: COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Mixed-use: library and housing, Boulder, Colorado
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Figure 4-9: Hypothetical existing infill site (“before” image)

Figure 4-10: Potential infill site enhancements that create a Complete Neighborhood (“after” image)

 INFILL/REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES: COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show 
an example of how an existing 
residential neighborhood 
and an adjacent commercial 
development can be 
redeveloped to expand housing 
options, improve walkability, 
and enhance access to services. 

A

B

C

E

D

F

LEGENDLEGEND
Land UseA

B

C

E

D

F

Better integrating commercial and 
residential uses provides walkable 
amenities for residential 
developments.

Large blocks can be divided with 
streets and pedestrian pathways to 
increase multi-modal connectivity.

Attached single-family can provide 
housing for a variety of residents and 
serve as a transition between detached 
single family and commercial or multi-
family. 

Major intersections provide a 
prominent location for a node of 
commercial activity.

Small commercial nodes within or on 
the edges of the neighborhood can 
replace larger strip-style development.

Public parks of various sizes provide 
an opportunity for recreation and 
community gathering.

Mixed-Use with Active Ground Floors

Multi-Family Residential/Office 
with Active Ground Floors at Key 
Intersections

Residential Neighborhoods

Attached Single-Family
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 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES: COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Integrated neighborhood commercial (Longmont, Colorado) Integrated community amenities and neighborhood commercial              
(Arvada, Colorado)

Mix of housing types in Stapleton (Denver, Colorado)

Pedestrian-oriented infill and redevelopment to expand mix of 
uses (Fort Collins, Colorado)

Pedestrian-oriented infill and redevelopment with active ground 
floor uses (Lafayette, Colorado)
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Quality landscaping and direct, safe pedestrian connectivity 
(Boulder, Colorado)

Variations in housing type and design: small lot single-family 
detached homes (Broomfield, Colorado)

Neighborhood amenities (Boulder, Colorado)

Quality streetscape with outdoor seating, South Pearl Street 
(Denver, Colorado)

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES: COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Integration of different housing types with neighborhood-scale 
commercial.  (Westminster, Colorado)

Local commercial use in a building that fits with neighborhood 
character (Basalt, Colorado)
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ACTIVITY CENTERS

Activity Centers are places where people gather for a 
variety of live, work, and play opportunities. Activity 
Center opportunities in Thornton fall into three 
categories or types of centers: 

While all three types of Activity Centers are intended 
to include a mix of uses, the actual mix of uses will 
vary based on the intended role of each center 
and the associated Future Land Use Category or 
categories, as depicted in the table above. Activity 
Centers are typically privately-owned and developed.

Each Activity Center in Thornton has unique 
considerations. The information and examples that 
follow provide an additional level of guidance and 
are not intended to reflect a literal representation or 
one-size-fits-all approach for Activity Centers. They 
are intended to articulate the desired character, 
mix of uses, and community amenities that will be 
encouraged in existing and future Activity Centers 
as they grow and evolve over time. These guidelines 
also encourage development and investment/
reinvestment that more closely aligns with the 
community’s vision. 

These illustrative tools serve as a basis for inspiring 
new development, reimagining existing places, 
directing public or private investment, or shaping 
regulatory tools to facilitate more predictable, quality 
outcomes in the built environment. 

SHOPPING, DINING, ENTERTAINMENT 
ACTIVITY CENTERS

EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Activity Centers Associated Future Land 
Use Category

Shopping, Dining, and 
Entertainment Activity 
Centers

Commercial, 
Community Mixed-Use

Employment Activity 
Centers

Employment Center, 
Employment Center - 
Warehousing Overlay

Regional Activity Centers Regional Mixed-Use, 
Transit-Oriented 
Development 

REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS
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 SHOPPING, DINING, AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

Distinguishing Characteristics
Shopping, Dining, and Entertainment Activity Centers align most closely with the Commercial and 
Community Mixed-Use Future Land Use Categories as shown on Figure 4-5. Shopping, Dining, and 
Entertainment Centers play a key role in the community as vibrant places for residents and visitors to gather 
on weekends or outside of working hours during the week. This type of center can also provide convenient 
access to daily goods and services. For this type of Activity Center to become truly unique places, they are 
best paired with meaningful public spaces, art, and diverse commercial uses that encourage users to linger, 
socialize, and build community interaction beyond the duration of their purchase, dining or entertainment 
experience. These places must be accessible, safe and comfortable for all users, with an emphasis on 
pedestrian amenities, including well-lit, active, and tree-lined streetscapes. Buildings and uses in these 
centers should have high degrees of transparency and be oriented toward public spaces and street frontages 
rather than parking lots, so that circulation within the center is enlivened with views of activity within the 
buildings as well as along the streetscape.

”LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix: Commercial FLUM Category
These centers typically have a distinct retail/commercial “Play” emphasis, but are most active and successful 
when supplemented by a complementary mix of “Work” uses.

ACTIVITY CENTERS
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”LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix: Community Mixed-Use FLUM Category
These centers typically have a distinct emphasis on retail/commercial “Play” and “Work” uses (up to 90% of 
the overall uses) but are most active and successful when supplemented by a complementary mix of “Live” 
(up to 25% of the overall uses, measured by land area).
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EXISTING AND FUTURE SHOPPING, DINING, AND 
ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-11: FLUM Categories that Support Shopping, Dining and Entertainment Activity Centers 
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It is important for this type 
of center to have an anchor 
retail or entertainment use to 
promote consistent activity 
within the center.

Plaza spaces provide public 
gathering opportunities 
and amenities and should 
be located adjacent to the 
active uses on the site.

The creation of a “main street” 
provides a walkable environment 
with opportunities for small 
businesses. The “main street” 
should have an ample tree canopy 
and utilize green infrastructure 
techniques to make the area more 
pedestrian friendly.

Parking should 
be located 
on-street 
and behind 
buildings with 
plaza and 
breezeway 
connections.

Building frontages 
should help to define 
the street edge and 
have ground floors 
with high levels of 
transparency.

PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITES: SHOPPING, DINING, AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS ( PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITIES: SHOPPING, DINING, ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-12: Example of relationship between buildings, amenities, and public space
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• Character

 o Destination for “play”

 o Gathering/meetup place

 o Hub for people of all ages

 o “Park once” walkable nodes

• Placemaking

 o Branding

 o Signage to draw in visitors

 o Unique public art

• Mix of Uses

 o Primarily commercial including retail, 
restaurant, bar, indoor/outdoor 
entertainment

 o Offices and other suitable commercial uses 
are encouraged above the ground floor

 o Residential uses above ground floor 
commercial (CMU only)

 o Vertical mixed-use at core, transitioning out 
to horizontal mixed-use/single uses 

 o Well-integrated horizontal mixed-use

• Building Orientation/Layout

 o Buildings along and defining the street 
edge(s)

 o Alley/rear loading zone

 o Infill buildings should create a more 
pedestrian-focused environment

 o Transparent ground floor facades that 
engage streetscapes and public spaces

 o Visibility from major roads and highways

• Building Heights

 o Multi-story 

• Connectivity

 o Strong internal connectivity and also 
connections to surrounding areas

 o Pedestrian experience is key

 o Slow vehicle speeds

 o Bike racks and bike lanes or sharrows

 o Mid-block crossings

 o Accessible via public transit

 o Easy pickup/drop-off for rideshares and 
public transit

• Public Gathering Space

 o Hardscape plazas with seating, shade, play 
opportunities, and public art

 o Entertainment uses should be mix of indoor 
and outdoor activities visible to the public

• Activation

 o Should be active throughout the day and 
evening, including weekends

 o Events/festivals in plazas and streets

• Transitions

 o Heights transition toward surrounding 
less-intensive development

 o Ensure back of buildings/loading zones 
aren’t directly abutting roadways and are 
screened

 o If surface parking is located along the 
edges of the development, it should be 
heavily screened with landscaping features 
to buffer it from adjacent development.

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS: SHOPPING, DINING, ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Southlands, Aurora, Colorado
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LEGEND
Land UseA
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Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 
show an example of how a 
hypothetical existing infill 
Community Mixed-Use area 
can be transitioned into a more 
vibrant shopping, dining, and 
entertainment area through 
infill and redevelopment. It also 
illustrates the potential for the 
integration of higher-density 
residential over time. 

E

Infill buildings should be built 
to and define street edge and 
avoid expansive parking areas

Undeveloped land  
is an opportunity for increased 
density and connectivity.

A “main street” serves as a walkable 
connection between existing retailers 
while breaking up large blocks.

Big box stores can be 
preserved alongside small 
businesses.

Street hierarchy can be achieved 
through internal streets and 
boulevards.

Residential density can be added 
with multi-family and mixed use 
buildings.

A

B

C

D

Commercial/Retail

Multi-Family Residential/Office 
with Active Ground Floors at Key 
Intersections

Residential Neighborhoods

Figure 4-13: Hypothetical existing infill site (“before” image)

Figure 4-14: Example enhancements for Shopping, Dining, Entertainment Activity Centers (“after image”)

 INFILL/REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES: SHOPPING, DINING, AND ENTERTAINMENT
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Restaurant seating area (Boulder, Colorado)Vertical mixed-use surrounding community gathering space in 
Stapleton (Denver, Colorado)

An outdoor gathering space on the rear side of The District, a repurposed shopping center, creates a location for employee breaks 
and community events (Lafayette, Colorado)

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES: SHOPPING, DINING, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

Wayfinding signage (Golden, Colorado)Grocery store with adjacent housing at Willits Town Center 
(Willits, Colorado)
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EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Distinguishing Characteristics
Employment Activity Centers align with the Employment Center Future Land Use Category, including the 
Employment Center - Warehousing Overlay as shown on Figure 4-8. Employment Activity Centers can 
redefine the character and sense of place of some of Thornton’s major job concentration areas. Infusing these 
centers with select complementary uses and encouraging building designs that are more pedestrian-scaled 
can improve the quality of life of employees working within those centers. Wherever possible, buildings 
and uses in these centers should be encouraged to occupy smaller footprints and be coupled with shared 
public spaces and amenities to provide opportunities for moments of respite from the typical workday. 
Complementary uses within walkable proximity, such as dining and retail options for daily goods and services, 
can help reduce auto-dependency in these centers. This enables employees to lead a more active and 
healthier lifestyle. Care should be taken to minimize the impact to the surrounding developments, particularly 
with larger scale structures.

”LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix
These centers have a distinct “Work” emphasis (up to 90% of the overall uses) but are most active, and 
promote a safer and healthier environment when supplemented by a complementary mix of walkable “Play” 
uses (up to 30% of the overall uses). “Live” uses adjacent to an Employment Activity Center help to make 
these centers much more vibrant and accessible.

ACTIVITY CENTERS

WORK

PL
AY
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EXISTING AND FUTURE EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-15: FLUM Categories that Support Employment Centers
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Locating employers 
along a corridor with 
buildings along the 
street edge creates 
a pedestrian-friendly 
environment.

Plaza spaces provide 
public gathering 
opportunities and 
amenities.

Landscaped 
medians, safe 
crossings and mid-
block crossings, are 
important along an 
employment corridor

Small public parks can serve 
as a reprieve for employees 
during the work day.

Shared structured 
parking can be wrapped 
with a variety of uses.

 PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITIES: EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-16: Example of relationship between buildings, amenities, and public space
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• Character

 o Innovation hub, maker/creative space, tech 
center, professional office space, etc. 

• Placemaking

 o Identifying signage on buildings

 o Directional signage for cars, cyclists, and 
pedestrians

 o Publicly accessible spaces between 
buildings to create space for interactions

• Mix of Uses

 o Primarily office

 o Mixed scales including maker space, 
coworking spaces, small wifi cafes, larger 
offices, warehouse, and light industrial

 o Commercial to serve employment uses

 o Surrounding residential neighborhoods help 
to cultivate a proximate live-work mix

• Building Orientation/Layout

 o Large blocks should be broken up with 
internal streets

 o Buildings should be oriented toward roads 
or open spaces

 o Warehouse-type buildings should have a 
frontage on road and a transparent and/or 
articulated façade

• Building Heights

 o Varies based on location 

• Connectivity

 o Mobility hub accessible by multiple modes 
of transportation

 o Prioritize pleasant pedestrian experience

 o Bike racks and bike lanes or sharrows

 o Easy pickup/drop-off for rideshares and 
public transit

• Amenities

 o Passive park-type spaces with walking paths

 o Plaza spaces with ample seating and shade 
opportunities

• Activation

 o Busiest during weekdays/business hours

 o Mix of uses allows for nearly continuous 
periods of activity

• Transitions

 o Mainly happens through change in uses

 o Parking lots should have screening/
landscaping

 o Heights transition toward surrounding 
development

 o Ensure back of buildings/loading zones 
are oriented toward interior of site or 
heavily screened to minimize visibility from 
surrounding areas

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS: EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Google Corporate Office (Boulder, Colorado)
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LEGEND
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Figures 4-9 and Figure 4-10 
illustrate how established 
employment areas can be 
enhanced by introducing 
supporting commercial/retail 
and how other services can be 
incorporated through infill and 
redevelopment over time.

Adjacent residential 
neighborhoods should be well-
connected by multiple modes

A vibrant employment 
corridor can become a hub of 
innovation.

The inclusion of supporting services 
encourages activity at all times of day.

Office uses, especially with 
active ground floor uses, can 
be added to the street side of 
a warehouse to create a street 
frontage.

Commercial uses should be provided 
nearby and in walkable locations to 
serve employees’ daily needs.

Corporate offices are valuable to an 
Employment Center and should be 
built in an urban form when possible.

A

B

C

E

D

F

Commercial/Retail

Supporting Services with Active Ground 
Floors at Key Intersections

Adjacent Residential Neighborhoods

Office/Employment

Civic/Cultural/Institutional

 INFILL/REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES: EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-17: Hypothetical existing infill site (“before” image)

Figure 4-18: Example enhancements that create an Employment Activity Center (‘after” image)
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 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES: EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY CENTERS

Supporting amenities (Dallas, Texas)

Screened loading area at Willits Design Center (Willits, CO)

Signage at Willits Design Center (Willits, Colorado)Screened parking at Colorado Tech Center (Louisville, Colorado)

Prominent and accessible bike racks (Boulder, Colorado)

Industrial building with transparent facade (Colorado Springs, Colorado)
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REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

Distinguishing Characteristics
Regional Activity Centers align most closely with the Transit-Oriented Development and Regional Mixed-Use 
Future Land Use Categories as shown on Figure 4-11. Regional Activity Centers are intended to be the 
most vibrant and active of all of the types of centers and should have the potential to become destinations 
themselves, without a singular anchor or major tenant. These centers aim to foster an environment with a true 
“Live/Work/Play” mix of uses that can promote energy and activity throughout the center at all times of the 
day and into the evening. Regional Activity Centers are most successful when supplemented by frequent, 
multimodal transit options, allowing for users to have multiple choices to travel to and from the center. 
Buildings and uses within these centers should promote an active and compact streetscape environment, 
encouraging users to spend most of their time moving through the center via active transportation means.  

“LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix: Transit-Oriented Development FLUM Category
Unless otherwise defined in other planning documents, such as adopted Station Area Master Plans or 
area-specific plans, these centers typically have a well distributed and diverse “Live/Work/Play” mix of uses. 
This type of center is most vibrant with uses that are complementary and varied in scale to foster activity 
throughout the day.

 ACTIVITY CENTERS

WORKLIVE PLAY

PLAY

“LIVE/WORK/PLAY” Mix: Regional Mixed-Use FLUM Category
These centers typically include up to 90% “Work/Play” uses with up to 25% of “Live” uses. The inclusion of 
residential uses increases demand for retail services and activates the area throughout the day.
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EXISTING AND FUTURE REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-19: FLUM Categories that Support Regional Activity Centers
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Drop-off areas and 
short-term parking help 
complete first and final 
mile connections.

All buildings within 
the core of a Regional 
Activity Center 
should have active 
and transparent 
ground floor uses.

Structured parking  
allows for increased  
density and provides 
opportunities for users to 
“park once” and walk or bike 
to move around and through 
the center.

Buildings should front 
a spine road to create 
a pedestrian-friendly 
environment and sense of 
place.

A Regional Activity 
Center should be 
located at a mobility 
hub with rail or 
regional bus service

 PLACEMAKING OPPORTUNITIES: REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

Figure 4-20 Example of relationship between buildings, amenities, and public space
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• Character

 o Balance of live/work/play

 o Draw visitors from surrounding communities

 o Unique amenities and/or critical mass of 
activity

• Placemaking

 o Branding

 o Wayfinding signage

 o Known regional destinations

• Connectivity

 o Major mobility hub, ideally including rail or 
regional bus stations or stops

 o Bike racks and bike lanes or sharrows

 o May include Park-n-Ride use

 o Consider small lots dispersed throughout 
the center or a garage with retail lining and 
screening rather than large surface lots 

• Mix of Uses

 o Mix of residential, office, and commercial

 o Entertainment and restaurant uses (both day 
and night-oriented)

 o Accessible parks/open space/amenities 

• Building Orientation/Layout

 o Buildings define and are oriented towards 
street or open space

 o Grid layout with intentional breaks

• Building Heights

 o Typically more dense than surrounding 
context

 o Building heights can help define the 
“edges” of the Activity Center

• Amenities

 o Unique public amenities can attract visitors 
and give the space a special identity

• Activation

 o Large scale events

 o Busy at all times of day due to mix of uses

• Transitions

 o Heights and intensity transition toward 
surrounding, less-intensive development

 o Screening of parking lots, garages, and 
loading docks

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS: REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

Top Golf entertainment use (Thornton, Colorado)
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The adjacent figures show a 
hypothetical example of how 
a major transit investment 
can help catalyze infill 
and redevelopment of an 
underutilized area into a 
Regional Activity Center over 
time. 

Introducing a mix of uses provides 
new walkable amenities for 
nearby residential developments.

Transitions in height and use 
to surrounding development 
should be carefully considered.

Investments in rail should be 
complemented by well-designed 
station areas.

B Employment uses benefit from 
increased connectivity to the 
surrounding region.

A spine road or main street provides 
a core of activity within the center.

Rail corridors also provide 
opportunities for trails and open 
space.
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Mixed-Use with Active Ground Floors

Multi-Family Residential/Office 
with Active Ground Floors at Key 
Intersections

Residential Neighborhoods

Office/Employment

Figure 4-21: Hypothetical existing infill site (“before” image)

Figure 4-22: Example infill site enhancements that create a Regional Activity Center (“after” image)

 INFILL/REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES: REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS
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Wayfinding at Boulder Junction (Boulder, Colorado)

Transit-Oriented Development at Lamar Station Crossing along the 40 West Art 
Line and the W Light Rail Line (Lakewood, Colorado)

 PREFERRED CHARACTERISTICS EXAMPLES: REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

Performance area and open seating at The Orchards Town 
Center (Westminster, CO)

Pedestrian-oriented design with high density 
housing options (Lakewood, CO)

Live/Work units (Willits, Colorado) Screened loading area (Willits, Colorado)
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 SUPPORTING PLANS: REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS

EXISTING STATION AREA MASTER PLANS (STAMPS)
In 2004, residents of the Denver Metro Area voted to approve the FasTracks rail expansion which includes 
the commuter North Metro Rail Line (N Line) from Denver Union Station to Thornton. As of fall 2019, the first 
phase of the N Line, including stations up to Eastlake at 124th Station, is under construction and anticipated 
to begin providing passenger service in 2020. Future construction of the second phase of the N Line will 
extend service further northward to two additional Thornton stations, described on page 4.64. The city 
has adopted four Station Area Master Plans (STAMPs) for the under-construction stations in Thornton and 
Northgenn in order to provide a vision for vibrant, walkable, mixed-use Transit-Oriented Developments 
(TOD). The city will use these STAMPs to inform policy decisions, shape regulatory tools, and guide 
investment decisions for these areas. 

Eastlake at 124th STAMP
The town of Eastlake was originally settled as 
a railway village in the early 20th century and 
incorporated into the city of Thornton in 1990. 
The 2015 Eastlake STAMP takes advantage of the 
existing mainstreet and small-lot grid creating 
an ideal environment for TOD. This station is the 
temporary end of line for the N Line.

 

Northglenn at 112th STAMP
Although the station is located within Northglenn, 
much of the adjacent vacant land is located within 
Thornton. The two jurisdictions worked together 
on this STAMP that was adopted in 2017 by the 
Thornton City Council. The plan aims to create a 
mixed-use, walkable TOD.

Thornton Crossroads at 104th STAMP
This STAMP for the area around the station at 
104th Avenue and Colorado Boulevard was 
adopted in 2015. Within this area, land use 
alternatives were created for four opportunity sites 
that are particularly feasible for development or 
redevelopment. The plan focuses on creating a 
walkable station area with a rich mix of land uses 
within a half-mile walking distance of the station. 

Original Thornton at 88th STAMP
Located near 88th Avenue and Welby Road, this 
is the southernmost N Line station in Thornton. 
As a transit gateway into Thornton, this station 
provides a unique opportunity to create a positive 
impression and image of Thornton to visitors and 
residents. This STAMP (adopted in 2015) provides 
a vision and planning framework for future private 
development and public investment in order 
to create a vibrant, walkable station area with 
convenient train access.
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FUTURE STATION AREA MASTER PLANS
Two stations north of the Eastlake at 124th Station have been identified as the final two stations on the N 
Line and will be planned and constructed in the future as RTD funding becomes available. These stations, the 
York at 144th Station and North Thornton at Hwy 7 Station, will extend service to more Thornton residents 
and lengthen an efficient and sustainable connection to Denver Union Station. For these two station areas, 
the Regional Activity Center and its corresponding characteristics, outlined previously in this section, can be 
utilized to help create a vision and planning framework for future private development and public investment 
that promotes TOD through an appropriate mix of land uses, connectivity, infrastructure and public amenities.

York at 144th Station Area
Existing Conditions: The future location of this station near 
York Street and E. 144th Avenue is currently adjacent to 
two major arterial roadways, undeveloped land, Rocky Top 
Middle School, the Northern Lights Ballfields, and single-
family residential uses. The Future Land Use Map designates 
Transit-Oriented Development on both sides of the tracks, 
which could be expanded to create a TOD that includes the 
entire 1/4 mile or 1/2 mile station walkshed. 

Vision: Community feedback for this location has indicated a 
desire for local businesses. Currently the nearest commercial 
centers are about two miles away and not along particularly 
walkable and/or direct routes. Additionally, the community 
indicated a desire for an accessible trail in this area that could 
connect to nearby development and existing trails. Higher 
density residential and an emphasis on supporting “Work” 
and “Play” uses would help this station area to become 
active at all times of day and establish itself as a unique 
center for Thornton.

North Thornton at Hwy 7 Station Area
Existing Conditions: Relatively undeveloped at present, the 
area around this station near State Highway 7 and Colorado 
Boulevard will serve as the end-of-line station for the N Line. 
This investment could be enhanced to promote a highly 
active, vibrant center serving residents in the northernmost 
portions of the city, while also drawing visitors from around 
the region. Incentivizing a major employer or retail tenant to 
locate here could catalyze the development of other housing 
types.

Vision: Based upon community feedback, the intersection 
of two major arterials, and the planned rail investment, 
there could be a future market here for commercial activity. 
Additionally, leveraging the adjacency of the Big Dry 
Creek Corridor, new residential could orient itself around a 
recreation-based set of amenities and add complementary 
uses along Highway 7, Colorado Boulevard, and the future 
rail line. The station area is currently largely undeveloped 
which is an asset in that it can provide ample opportunity to 
design a new, vibrant Regional Activity Center embodying 
the full suite of characteristics desired for this type of center, 
while taking into account existing agreements with other 
entities.




